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B82 - MOHAMMED DAKOTA
This book explores craft practices in both North America and Britain, revealing an astonishingly rich
and diverse picture of artisanal work today. The text ranges across both urban and rural crafts and
analyzes how the country/city dichotomy creates diﬀering approaches, practices and objects. Analyzed in the context of their environment and its localized history, crafted objects are shown to embody or critique particular urban/rural myths and traditions. Covering both traditional and cutting-edge crafts from the small-scale domestic to large outdoor works, Contemporary Crafts demonstrates how crafts-people today are responding to the changing creative contexts of culture and history.
International in scope, this volume brings together leading and emerging voices working at the intersection of contemporary art, visual culture, activism, and climate change, and addresses key questions, such as: why and how do art and visual culture, and their ethics and values, matter with regard to a world increasingly shaped by climate breakdown? Foregrounding a decolonial and climate-justice-based approach, this book joins eﬀorts within the environmental humanities in seeking
to widen considerations of climate change as it intersects with social, political, and cultural realms. It
simultaneously expands the nascent branches of ecocritical art history and visual culture, and builds
toward the advancement of a robust and critical interdisciplinarity appropriate to the complex entanglements of climate change. This book will be of special interest to scholars and practitioners of contemporary art and visual culture, environmental studies, cultural geography, and political ecology.
In The Persistence of Craft, contributors discuss the development of not only six speciﬁc crafts--glass, ceramics, jewelry, wood, textiles, and metal--but also the trends and movements that have
helped shape their developments. Includes 180 full-color illustrations.
This edited book focuses on the organization and meaning of craft work in contemporary society. It
considers the relationship between craft and place and how this enables the construction of a meaningful relationship with objects of production and consumption. The book explores the signiﬁcance of
raw materials, the relationship between the body, the crafted object and the mind, and the importance of skill, knowledge and learning in the making process. Through this, it raises important questions about the role of craft in facing future challenges by challenging the logic of globalized production and consumption. The Organization of Craft Work encompasses international analyses from the
United States, France, Italy, Australia, Canada, the UK and Japan involving a diverse range of sectors, including brewing, food and wine production, clothing and shoe making, and perfumery. The
book will be of interest to students and academic researchers in organization studies, marketing and
consumer behaviour, business ethics, entrepreneurship, sociology of work, human resource management, cultural studies, geography, and fashion and design. In addition, the book will be of interest to
practitioners and organizations with an interest in the development and promotion of craft work.
Lit from Within oﬀers creative writers a window into the minds of some of America’s most celebrated
contemporary authors. Witty, direct, and thought–provoking, these essays oﬀer something to creative writers of all backgrounds and experience. With contributions from ﬁction writers, poets, and
nonﬁction writers, this is a collection of unusual breadth and quality. Contributors: Lee K. Abbott,
Rick Bass, Claire Bateman, Charles Baxter, Ron Carlson, Billy Collins, Peter Ho Davies, Carl Dennis,
Stephen Dunn, Robin Hemley, Tony Hoagland, David Kirby, Maggie Nelson, Francine Prose, Mary
Rueﬂe
"Price, a disciple of Frank Furness who practiced in Philadelphia from 1883 to 1916, established the
character of two of the nation's greatest resorts, Atlantic City and Miami, thus shaping the architecture of the Roaring Twenties.
This volume showcases the work of today's innovative Japanese craftspeople who are striving to
keep their crafts viable, yet compatible with modern lifestyles and aesthetics. INSPIRED SHAPES is a
unique, high-quality design book with a focus on a highly selective number of works by the most impressive artists and craftsmen presently working in Japan - both household names and relative unknowns. The criteria for their selection is that they have welcomed the challenge of bringing new
ideas and ways of thinking into a harmonious relationship with tradition, combining the best of
Discusses the development of style in the twentieth century, including its relationship with engineering, new materials, changing views of home, luxury goods, contemporary crafts, and the future of
conservatism in design
Presenting a global perspective on the art over the last 30 to 40 years, this introduction to contemporary jewelry provides clear deﬁnitions, concise history and cultural context for the form, oﬀering fascinating discussions on creating, collecting, exhibiting, selling and wearing these pieces.
Modern Strategy explains how strategic reasoning makes sense of the great complexity of war on
land, at sea, in the air, in space and even cyberspace.
In the Vanguard: Haystack Mountain School of Crafts, 1950–1969 traces the ﬁrst two decades of the
Haystack Mountain School of Craft’s history and its pivotal impact on the world of art and craft practice in the United States during the mid-twentieth century. The ﬁrst scholarly investigation of this internationally renowned school, the exhibition, and the accompanying catalogue will feature work
made at Haystack or inﬂuenced by time spent there by some of the most highly recognized names
in the ﬁelds of ﬁber, glass, ceramics, jewelry, and graphic arts to demonstrate the school’s signiﬁcant role in debates about art, craft, industry, and pedagogy in the United States during the 1950s
and 1960s. Haystack’s model of brief summer sessions and changing instructors oﬀered new ways
of thinking about the status of craft as art and the nature of accessible design in the context of communally based, process-oriented learning. Anni Albers, Toshiko Takaezu, Jack Lenor Larsen, Kay Sekimachi, Arline Fisch, Robert Arneson, Harvey Littleton, Wolf Kahn, and Dale Chihuly are just a few of
the artists who taught at the school between 1950 and 1969 and who helped deﬁne Haystack’s radically open-ended approach towards art and craft. With approximately eighty objects assembled from
public and private collections and archives, many rarely or never before exhibited in a museum, In
the Vanguard will establish the substantial legacy of this remote community of makers in the art and
education world at large. Archival material installed throughout the exhibition will include original
correspondence, photographs, brochures, architectural models, posters, and early ephemera. Published in association with the Portland Museum of Art. Exhibition dates: Portland Museum of Art,
Maine: May 24–September 8, 2019 Cranbrook Academy of Art, Michigan: November 15, 2019–March
8, 2020

Feast your eyes on more than 300 of today’s most creative, imaginative, and gorgeous hand-made
guitars--all illustrated in full color and featuring information about the innovative artisans who created them. Meet guitar-making legends, such as C.F. Martin, Les Paul, and Leo Fender, who revolutionized the instrument’s design. Discover why the past 25 years have seen an explosion of craftspeople
who build guitars by hand, employing an attention to detail factories can’t aﬀord and using higher
quality materials and more technical skill than in any previous era. Explore the various guitar styles
used in a range of musical traditions, from blues to classical. Detailed information about each guitar’s speciﬁcations, plus personal statements and anecdotes from the artisans about their work and
techniques complete each entry. Rounding out the book is a Web directory and an index of luthiers.
Players, craftspeople, collectors, and those who are simply fans of this popular instrument will ﬁnd
this volume irresistible!
"Crafts were central to daily life in early modern Japan. They were powerful carriers of knowledge, sociality, and identity, and how and from what materials they were made were matters of serious concern among all classes of society. In Craft Culture in Early Modern Japan, Christine M. E. Guth examines the network of forces--both material and immaterial--that supported Japan's rich, diverse,
and aesthetically sophisticated artifactual culture between the late sixteenth and mid-nineteenth
centuries. Exploring the institutions, modes of thought, and reciprocal relationships among people,
materials, and tools, she draws particular attention to the role of women in crafts, embodied knowledge, and the special place of lacquer as a medium. By examining the ways and values of making
that transcend speciﬁc media and practices, Guth illuminates the 'craft culture' of early modern Japan"-The Tenth Edition of the essential Craft Galleries Guide is celebrating 20 years of promoting contemporary British craft. Since the ﬁrst 1992 edition featuring just 20 galleries, the Guide has steadily
grown in size and popularity, being updated and enlarged bi-annually, and is now considered to be
"the Bible" for craft lovers. It highlights over 130 top quality craft galleries throughout the UK, exhibiting applied arts that range through jewellery, beautiful work in ceramics, textiles, glass and
wood, sculpture, and mixed-media artworks. Each gallery has a feature page followed by a page or
more to showcase a selection of their regular makers' work. The whole book is beautifully illustrated
with color photographs. A special celebratory section to this 2009/10 Guide will proﬁle 10 of the original galleries of the ﬁrst edition and feature 10 essays on the craft scene today by prominent contributors to previous editions. The rest of the Guide will contain the well established format of galleries,
divided regionally, giving a mix of well established and brand new galleries to tempt the reader to
pursue their interest in contemporary crafts.
Examines the history and inﬂuences of arts and crafts furniture, from the foundation of the movement to the present, and includes illustrated examples of the style.
Craft in Art Therapy is the ﬁrst book dedicated to illustrating the incorporation of craft materials and
methods into art therapy theory and practice. Contributing authors provide examples of how they
have used a range of crafts including pottery, glass work, textiles (sewing, knitting, crochet, embroidery, and quilting), paper (artist books, altered books, book binding, origami, and zines), leatherwork, and Indian crafts like mendhi and kolam/rangoli in their own art and self-care, and in individual, group, and community art therapy practice. The book explores the therapeutic beneﬁts of a
range of craft materials and media, as well as craft’s potential to build community, to support individuals in caring for themselves and each other, and to play a valuable role in art therapy practice.
Craft in Art Therapy demonstrates that when practiced in a culturally sensitive and socially conscious manner, craft practices are more than therapeutic—they also hold transformational potential.
In the contemporary world, the role of the commercial composer has grown to include a wide range
of new responsibilities. Modern composers not only write music, but also often need to perform, record, and market their own works. The Craft of Contemporary Commercial Music prepares today’s
music students for their careers by teaching them to compose their own music, produce it professionally, and sell it successfully. The textbook integrates three areas of concentration—music theory
and composition, audio engineering, and music business—allowing students to understand and practice how to successfully navigate each stage of a score’s life cycle from concept to contract. Students will learn how to: Translate musical ideas into scores utilizing music theory and composition
techniques Transform scores into professional audio through the production stages of tracking, sequencing, editing, mixing, mastering, and bouncing Market works to prospective clients The textbook assumes no prior knowledge of music theory or audio topics, and its modular organization allows instructors to use the book ﬂexibly. Exercises at the end of each chapter provide practice with
key skills, and a companion website supports the book with video walkthroughs, streaming audio, a
glossary, and printable exercise pages. Combining a grounding in music notation and theory concepts with a foundation in essential technologies, The Craft of Contemporary Commercial Music
oﬀers an innovative approach that addresses the needs of students preparing for music careers.
Stunning colorplates of glass, ceramics, wood, ﬁber, metal masterpieces; incomparable resource material.
The ﬁrst biography of Nikolaus Pevsner, the best known and most important architectural historian
of the 20th-century.
Introduces the materials, equipment, and techniques used in creating mosaics, and oﬀers instructions for decorating a table mat, number plate, pot, mirror frame, table, dish, and foyer
From Oaxacan wood carvings to dessert kitchens in provincial France, Critical Craft presents thirteen
ethnographies which examine what deﬁnes and makes 'craft' in a wide variety of practices from
around the world. Challenging the conventional understanding of craft as a survival, a revival, or
something that resists capitalism, the book turns instead to the designers, DIY enthusiasts, traditional artisans, and technical programmers who consider their labor to be craft, in order to comprehend
how they make sense of it. The authors' ethnographic studies focus on the individuals and communities who claim a practice as their own, bypassing the question of craft survival to ask how and why
activities termed craft are mobilized and reproduced. Moving beyond regional studies of heritage artisanship, the authors suggest that ideas of craft are by deﬁnition part of a larger cosmopolitan dialogue of power and identity. By paying careful attention to these sometimes conﬂicting voices, this
collection shows that there is great ﬂexibility in terms of which activities are labelled 'craft'. In fact,
there are many related ideas of craft and these shape distinct engagements with materials, people,
and the economy. Case studies from countries including Mexico, Nigeria, India, Taiwan, the Philip-
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pines, and France draw together evidence based on linguistics, microsociology, and participant observation to explore the shifting terrain on which those engaged in craft are operating. What
emerges is a fascinating picture which shows how claims about craft are an integral part of contemporary global change.
Speaking of Dance: Twelve Contemporary Choreographers on Their Craft delves into the choreographic processes of some of America's most engaging and revolutionary dancemakers. Based on
personal interviews, the book's narratives reveal the methods and quests of, among others, Merce
Cunningham, Meredith Monk, Bill T. Jones, Trisha Brown, and Mark Morris. Morgenroth shows how
the ideas, craft, and passion that go into their work have led these choreographers to disrupt known
forms and expectations. The history of dance in the making is revealed through the stories of these
intelligent, articulate, and witty dance masters.
Documents on Contemporary Crafts is a book series published by Norwegian Crafts in collaboration
with Arnoldsche Art Publishers. The series provides a critical reﬂection of contemporary crafts in a
wider context and in doing so asks questions about the ties between contemporary craft, ﬁne art
and design, thus helping to redeﬁne the concept of crafts as such. The ﬁve volumes discuss such topics as skills, materiality, curating, collecting, perception and New Materialism from more than thirty
contributors, ranging from a leading craft theorists, and a consultant psychological therapist, to
emerging voices like Sarah R. Gilbert, Marianne Zamecznik and Stephen Knott.
Traces the life and career of the California artist, who currently works with pure light and the subtle
modulation of empty space
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Deﬁcit thinking is a pseudoscience founded on racial and class bias. It "blames the victim" for school
failure instead of examining how schools are structured to prevent poor students and students of color from learning. Dismantling Contemporary Deﬁcit Thinking provides comprehensive critiques and
anti-deﬁcit thinking alternatives to this oppressive theory by framing the linkages between prevailing theoretical perspectives and contemporary practices within the complex historical development
of deﬁcit thinking. Dismantling Contemporary Deﬁcit Thinking examines the ongoing social construction of deﬁcit thinking in three aspects of current discourse – the genetic pathology model, the culture of poverty model, and the "at-risk" model in which poor students, students of color, and their
families are pathologized and marginalized. Richard R. Valencia challenges these three contemporary components of the deﬁcit thinking theory by providing incisive critiques and discussing competing explanations for the pervasive school failure of many students in the nation’s public schools. Valencia also discusses a number of proactive, anti-deﬁcit thinking suggestions from the ﬁelds of teacher education, educational leadership, and educational ethnography that are intended to provide a
more equitable and democratic schooling for all students.
Craft Economies provides a wide-ranging exploration of contemporary craft production, situating
practices of amateur and professional making within a wider creative economy. Contributors address
a diverse range of practices, sites and forms of making in a wide range of regional and national contexts, from ﬂoristry to ceramics and from crochet to coding. The volume considers the role of digital
practices of making and the impact of the maker's movement as part of larger trends around customisation, on-demand production, and the possibilities of 3D printing and digital manufacturing.
Focusing on some of the most interesting conceptual technical trends in wood working today,
Against the Grain includes approximately 65 vessels, sculptures, furniture, and installations, created
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since 2000, which provocatively defy categories and celebrate the visual dynamics of wood. The
book demonstrates how contemporary creators have engaged the medium of wood in strategies
that might be described as “postmodern,” employing mimicry, assemblage, virtuosity, and whimsy
(with a serious purpose). Environmental issues also are prominently addressed. Artists represented
include Derek Bencomo, Gary Carsley, Hunt Clark, Piet Hein Eek, David Ellsworth, Sebastian Errazuriz, Bud Latven, Mark Lindquist, Thomas Loeser, Sarah Oppenheimer, William Pope.L, Martin Puryear,
Marc Andre Robinson, Laurel Roth, Betye Saar, Courtney Smith, Elisa Strozyk, Alison Elizabeth Taylor, and Ursula von Rydingsvard.
There's a renaissance underway in the art form of cut paper, with an explosion of raw talent and an
abundance of amazing work produced in the medium in recent years. This gorgeous volume features
work from 26 contemporary international artists who are creating images of astonishing intricacy, using little more than paper and blade. Featuring a host of new discoveries and including art by such
stars as Nikki McClure, Rob Ryan, and Thomas Allen, as well as a number of emerging practitioners,
Paper Cutting is sure to engage art buﬀs and indie crafters alike. An in-depth introduction by paper
art expert Natalie Avella illuminates the rich history of the centuries-old form, and a whimsical preface by beloved artist Rob Ryan rounds out this delightful collection.
With a focus on socially engaged art practices in the twenty-ﬁrst century, this book explores how
artists use their creative practices to raise consciousness, form communities, create change, and
bring forth social impact through new technologies and digital practices. Suzanne Lacy’s Foreword
and section introduction authors Anne Balsamo, Harrell Fletcher, Natalie Loveless, Karen Moss, and
Stephanie Rothenberg present twenty-ﬁve in-depth case studies by established and emerging contemporary artists including Kim Abeles, Christopher Blay, Joseph DeLappe, Mary Beth Heﬀernan,
Chris Johnson, Rebekah Modrak, Praba Pilar, Tabita Rezaire, Sylvain Souklaye, and collaborators Victoria Vesna and Siddharth Ramakrishnan. Artists oﬀer ﬁrsthand insight into how they activate methods used in socially engaged art projects from the twentieth century and incorporated new technologies to create twenty-ﬁrst century, socially engaged, digital art practices. Works highlighted in this
book span collaborative image-making, immersive experiences, telematic art, time machines, artiﬁcial intelligence, and physical computing. These reﬂective case studies reveal how the artists collaborate with participants and communities, and have found ways to expand, transform, reimagine, and
create new platforms for meaningful exchange in both physical and virtual spaces. An invaluable resource for students and scholars of art, technology, and new media, as well as artists interested in
exploring these intersections.
What would it mean to substitute care for economics as the central concern of politics? This anthology invites analysis, reﬂections and speculations on how contemporary artists and creative practitioners engage with, interpret, and enact care in practices which might forge an alternative ethics in the
age of neoliberalism. Interdisciplinary and innovative, it brings together contributions from artists, researchers and practitioners who creatively consider how care can be practised in a range of contexts, including environmental ethics, progressive pedagogies, cultures of work, alternative economic models, death literacy advocacy, parenting and mothering, deep listening, mental health, disability and craftivism. Care Ethics and Art contributes new modes of understanding these ﬁelds, together
with practical solutions and models of practice, while also oﬀering new ways to think about recent
contemporary art and its social function. The book will beneﬁt scholars and postgraduate research
students in the ﬁelds of art, art history and theory, visual cultures, philosophy and gender studies, as
well as creative and arts practitioners.
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